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Open Source Software (OSS) development is a collaborative endeavor where expert developers, distributed around the globe create software solutions. Given this characteristic, OSS communities have been studied as technical communities, where stakeholders join and evolve in their careers based on their (often voluntary) code contributions to the project. However, the OSS landscape is slowly changing with more people and companies getting involved in OSS. This means that projects now need people in non-technical roles and activities to keep the project sustainable and evolving. In this paper, we focus on understanding the roles and activities that are part of the current OSS landscape and the different career pathways in OSS. By conducting and analyzing 17 interviews with OSS contributors who are well known in the community, we provide empirical evidence of the existence and importance of community-centric roles (e.g. advocate, license manager, community founder) in addition to the well-known project-centric ones (e.g. maintainer, core member). However, the community-centric roles typically remain hidden, since these roles may not leave traces in software repositories typically analyzed by researchers. We found that people can build a career in OSS through different roles and activities, with different backgrounds, including those not related to writing software. Furthermore, people’s career pathways are fluid, moving between project and community-centric roles. Our work highlights that communities and researchers need to take action to acknowledge the importance of these varied roles, making these roles visible and well-recognized, which can ultimately help attract and retain more people in the OSS projects.
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• Software and its engineering → Software creation and management;
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social computing;
• Social and professional topics → Professional topics.
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In the last two decades we have seen the emergence and adoption of open collaboration communities [24] with a peer-production model [10, 21]. In this model, large communities, distributed across the globe, collaborate to create knowledge-intensive goods mediated by collaborative platforms [24, 42]. These communities offer new opportunities for people to form ties with others and create things together. Examples of these communities include Wikipedia, some Crowdsourcing initiatives, and Open Source Software (OSS) projects.

Specifically for OSS, collaboration is evolving from comprising a group of talented software hackers volunteering to produce high-quality software into a more mainstream and commercially viable model [23, 47, 53]. This new OSS landscape involves well known companies, which are not only using OSS, but also open-sourcing their products, and joining and managing communities [47]. Steinmacher et al. [53] recently referred to this as marking the end of OSS’s teenage years.

Although researchers and practitioners have studied open collaboration and OSS for many years, with the changing landscape of OSS we still lack a holistic understanding of OSS or the evolution of many aspects related to it [47]. One example relates to how researchers study the life cycle of contributors and the roles they play in OSS projects. The process through which contributors join and evolve in an OSS project has been studied since early 2000’s [19, 41, 57, 64]. This literature found that the typical onboarding process starts by individuals first contributing to mailing lists, then providing patches, and then progressing to being given commit access to the repository [19, 41, 57, 64]. These studies allude to a linear “joining script” [57] or an onion-model [64]—based on the Legitimate Peripheral Participation theory [34]—in which individuals sequentially achieve more central roles as they gain experience (and visibility) in the project. However, paths to becoming successful in OSS are not always linear or straightforward, especially when a project exists in a larger ecosystem (e.g., Gnome, KDE) in which contributors “short circuit” the script by leveraging prior experience [31]. Thus, there is a need to expand our understanding beyond the simplistic notion of a technical core-periphery contribution structure [7].

The term “role” can have multiple definitions. In this work, we defined roles to encompass a set of activities performed by individuals within a set of organizational processes, and following a set of expected behavior [45] that are beneficial for coordinating work [6]. While the primary focus of existing research is on the roles related to source-code activities and how developers evolve within these roles (e.g., how one becomes a committer, a repository maintainer, and a long-term contributor), OSS projects in fact rely on people playing different roles and performing different activities, without which a project could not be what it is [15]. While some of these roles are visible (e.g., coders, code-reviewers, or testers), others are not yet well-recognized or seen in the OSS context [40] (e.g., advocates, license managers, and mentors). Little is known about how these non-coding OSS contributors join, sustain (or increase) their participation, take on additional responsibilities, and build a career in OSS projects. These roles are currently poorly explored in the literature. Thus, in this study we aim to investigate the different career pathways and roles of OSS contributors from the perspective of successful and recognized stakeholders. Such a perspective is important because the journeys of these stakeholders may uncover the different roles and pathways related to OSS project success. The following Research Questions guided our study:

RQ1. What different roles can be played by successful and recognized contributors to OSS?
RQ2. How do roles evolve for such successful and recognized OSS contributors?

To answer our RQs, we conducted 17 semi-structured interviews with well-known OSS contributors who were invited speakers at the Open Source Software Conference 2019 (OSCON), along with a snowball approach to recruit more interviewees. We qualitatively analyzed our interviews and recreated the career path of each interviewee as described, in order to understand how they
joined, which roles and activities they performed, and how they reached their current position in OSS. We verified these roles and pathways via member checking with five participants.

By answering our RQs, we contribute to the current literature on open collaboration communities by providing: (i) empirical evidence of diverse pathways that are followed by successful OSS contributors; (ii) findings about how coders and non-coders can follow an OSS career; and (iii) a discussion of the hidden roles of OSS contributors who are not coders.

2 RELATED WORK
In recent years, online peer production communities have been the subject of multiple studies. Identifying different roles within collaborative communities [1] has been one way to understand a community’s workflow. Multiple research studies have investigated the different roles within the Wikipedia platform [5, 6, 37, 63]. For example, Arazy et al. [7] identified 12 distinct editor’s roles in Wikipedia using contributors’ access privileges and described their migration both to and from more advanced roles. In Piscopo and Simperl’s recent study [44], the investigators looked at user’s activity patterns to deduct different user roles within Wikidata. Similar inquiries explored the roles and activities undertaken in Q&A and discussion forums [33, 36, 59]. With the growing importance of user-centric design, the online co-innovation processes of designing new products where companies invite users to participate are starting to become more prevalent. Guo et al. [26] depict six different roles within these communities from the leader and active designer to the observer. In an attempt to better understand Open Government Platforms (OGP), Koch et al. [32] performed an exploratory study on the typical roles in OGP and their evolution through time.

As an online peer production ecosystem, open source encapsulates various forms of joining and participation. Prior research has described the joining process as one that follows the onion model [41]. Newcomers start as observers and passive users (outermost layer), eventually moving up the the hierarchy to become contributors and then core members (innermost layer). The inner layers the model are associated with more technical and higher reputation roles and the movement across the layers is referred to as a migration [30, 64]. Since then multiple variations of the onion model have been proposed [19, 30, 39, 48, 57]. Jergensen et al. [31] expand on the onion model by investigating large project ecosystems where contributors’ overlap between projects was significant. This overlap often resulted in contributors skipping the step of building a technical identity within a community as that step was already done in a previous project and diving straight into more central roles.

Several research studies have investigated the activities and roles of developers within the onion model. Barcellini et al. [9] divided the OSS roles into a “discussion space” and an “implementation space”. Yu and Ramaswamy [65] used data mining to classify developers’ roles as core and associate members. Similarly, Joblin et al. classified core and peripheral developers using network modeling as an alternative to count-based models (e.g number of commits, number of code reviews etc.). Xu et al. [62] proposed a classification similar to the onion model—without considering a migration path—composed of four roles: project leaders, core developers, co-developers, and active users. Spauwen and Jansen [51] investigated developer roles within four OSS browser extensions and their prevalence within each platform. A case study of three OSS projects (Mozilla.org, Apache.org and NetBeans.org) [30] modeled the different roles present within each project, including the figure of a community manager—whose duties were more related to triaging and team coordination: “ensures that issues brought up on mailing lists are addressed fairly.” Von Krogh et al. [57] categorized OSS project members into three groups (joiners, newcomers and developers). Di Bella et al. [18] used data from the software repository to classify the contributors into core developers, active developers, occasional developers, and rare developers.
The above studies provide interesting insight into examples of roles within a single project, activities present within the layers of the OSS onion model, automated ways to classify core and peripheral developers. Since the main premise of the onion model focuses on the steps from a passive user to an active core developer, these studies mainly focused on project-centric roles and activities. In fact, even the socialization activities in the outer layers (mailing list activities, bug reports, documentation) are considered a temporary initial step (a “rite of passage”) where the objective is to increase ones familiarity with the project and its social norms as opposed to being a role in itself. Duchenaut [19] identified successful trajectories based on individual OSS developers’ stories, which again ranged from peripheral monitoring to being recognition by core members and gaining access to more complex architectural changes.

Other researchers have investigated role migration mining software repositories. Cheng and Guo [17], for example, analyzed the actions (commits, comments, pull-requests, issue reports, mentions, and admin actions) of contributors in 29 GitHub projects. By using automated clustering analysis, they identified four active roles and five supporting roles, according to their activity level related to each action. They found that, although the roles identified can be mapped to the onion model, the activities played by each role and the migration between roles are not as simplistic as those depicted by the onion model. Besides, Cheng et al. [16] applied the classification by Xu et al. [62] (project leaders, core developers, co-developers, and active users) to investigate the factors that influence the evolution of developer roles in the GNOME ecosystem. Such analysis of data from software repositories may miss (non code) contributors who do not leave traces in the version control or issue trackers.

Now that the open source community has drastically matured, as indicated by projects that involve a huge number of volunteer and paid contributors, as well as industry partnership, non project-centric roles can be vital an open source project. This paper aims to take a closer look at these “behind the scene” roles that have evolved over the years to become ingrained in the project workflow and essential to its success. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no research on the alternative pathways to success in open source—the hidden pathways that are not centered around code nor are temporary “rites of passage”.

3 RESEARCH PLANNING AND EXECUTION

Here we present our study design (Section 3.1), data collection (Section 3.2), and analysis procedures (Section 3.3), as depicted in Figure 1.

3.1 Participants

Our goal was to investigate successful OSS career stories, therefore, we recruited OSS contributors who are experienced and well-recognized. More specifically, we recruited the invited speakers at the Open Source Software Conference 2019 (OSCON) in Portland, OR, USA, a well-recognized Open Source conference for practitioners. As these speakers were invited to give talks at the main track, they are arguably successful in OSS. We emailed and sent direct messages via Twitter to all panelists whose contact information was publicly available. We also approached some of them during the event. We conducted face-to-face interviews with 11 people who agreed to be interviewed. In addition, we used a snowball approach to recruit more interviewees. At the end of each interview we asked them to introduce us to other qualified participants for the study. We conducted 6 additional interviews. Table 1 shows the participant demographics. Participants comprised paid and volunteer contributors across 15 different OSS projects (e.g., kubernetes, drupal, R, noosfero, SPDX, envoy) across a wide range of: (1) contributors—ranging in size from 30 to 3,000 contributors, (2) product domains—including infrastructure and user-application projects, and (3)
types—backed by foundations, communities, and companies (e.g., Microsoft, Linux Foundation, Google, Red Hat, IBM, Drupal, Bitergia, Apache).

Two researchers conducted the interviews, which were face-to-face during the conference and over video conference calls for the rest. For those interviewed on-line, we arranged a convenient meeting date and time and sent out a consent letter by e-mail, to collect their consent. We compensated all interviewees with a 25-dollar gift card as a token of appreciation.

Our sample—composed of 17 participants—represents a group of professionals who are successful in OSS and recognized by the community, either by being invited to give talks in well-known OSS events or for maintaining popular projects. This is in line with the anthropology literature, which mentions that a set of 10-20 knowledgeable people is sufficient to uncover and understand the core categories in any cultural domain or study of lived experience [11].

Table 1. Demographics for the Interview Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Years in OSS</th>
<th>Experience as Mentor</th>
<th>Academic Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Post Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Prefer not to disclose</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Man</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Study Execution: Data Collection

Before interviewing the participants, we conducted four pilot interviews with a professor experienced in the OSS industry to validate the script and confirm whether the interview would fit in a 40- to 60-minute time slot. The pilot participants answered all the interview questions and provided us with feedback about the flow of the script. We also analyzed the questions and answers to ensure that they provided data that would answer our research questions. In addition, we conducted four pilot studies with Ph.D. students who had mentoring experience in industry or OSS environments.

The participant interviews were semi-structured and used a central question: “Can you walk me through your career journey and tell me the story from when you started until now?” We asked further questions to follow up on unanticipated information and get additional details about transition between roles (when mentioned), motivation for contributing to OSS, difficulties faced, and participants’ reflections on their careers. Researchers followed the interview script, while using an informal (ad-hoc) conversation format, with initial questions used to establish rapport.

All interviews lasted about 60 minutes. With participant consent, we recorded all interviews. The first author of this paper transcribed the interviews for the analysis.

3.3 Study Execution: Data Analysis

We qualitatively analyzed the transcripts by inductively applying open coding, whereby we identified the pathway that each participant followed, including the main roles and activities they reported. We built post-formed codes as the analysis progressed and associated them to respective parts of the transcribed interview text, as we aimed to code the roles and activities according to the participants’ discourse, and not according to a preconceived set of roles.

While we consider “role” as a term that includes activities performed by individuals according to the organizational processes and following expected behaviors [45], it is possible for individuals to switch roles within a project or when moving to a different project. Individuals can also occupy multiple roles—sometimes in different projects—in parallel (see Section 4.2).

We coded each interview transcript and created a graph for the career story as explained by the participant. We then compared this graph with the career story of the following participants, using the constant comparison technique. When we found the same meaning for a concept that had been coded differently for more than one excerpt, we discussed until we found the appropriate concept that represented all the coded excerpts. The outcome was a set of higher-level categories created according to their properties, cataloged in a code-book. We then created an integrated graph including all pathways, while annotating each edge of the path with the participant number to facilitate discussing the categories. Two researchers met twice a week to work on the analysis. The researchers discussed the codes and categorization until they reached a consensus about the meaning of and relationships between codes. In addition, we held a weekly meeting with the whole group (including two more experienced researchers) to discuss and adjust codes and categories until we reached agreement.

In addition to the OSS activities and roles mentioned by interviewees, we classified the activities according to their relationship with OSS: Non-related to OSS, OSS Consumer, and OSS Contributor, as explained in Table 2.

3.4 Study Execution: Member Checking

After analyzing the pathways of all interviews, we performed member checking to evaluate the validity of participant’s individual pathways. To do so, we contacted 9 participants who had agreed

---

1. https://figshare.com/s/abebcfc04eb93fc3eca0
2. https://figshare.com/s/abebcfc04eb93fc3eca0
Table 2. Classification for each activity according to relation to OSS projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category name</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not-Related to OSS</td>
<td>Any activity not involving OSS (General recruiting, coding, managing project or providing technical support to proprietary software)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Consumer</td>
<td>Activities using OSS, passively or actively, but not giving any contribution to OSS product or community (Lurking, Coder who uses OSS pieces to produce proprietary software, Software Startup Founder, System Admin or Project Manager who uses OSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Contributor</td>
<td>Activities that use but also produce software, data or support back to the product or the community (OSS Coder, OSS Researcher, OSS System Admin, OSS Project or Community Founder, OSS Advocate or Community Manager)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for a follow-up meeting. We contacted these participants via email which included an editable visual representation of their pathway and description of each role. Participants could give feedback by email, annotating the pathway visualization directly, or through an online meeting.

Five participants provided their feedback. P2, P9, P13, and P14 scheduled virtual meetings, whereas P4 gave their feedback over email. Each call lasted about 30 minutes. During the call, we first described the participants’ career pathway using the visualization and then solicited feedback or correction. Four participants (P2, P9, P4, P13) verified that the pathways we had generated reflected their career path. P14 felt that our “project manager” role did not encompass software architecting, which she felt was a prestigious activity that should be recognized. We addressed this feedback by specifically calling out this activity in the project manager role.

4 RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the overview of our results, summarizing the roles and transitions between roles in the career pathways reported by participants. We used an * to represent people who are now simultaneously working in more than one role. In the rest of the section we present the results grouped per research question.

4.1 The prevalence of community-centric roles (RQ1)

There are different ways to contribute to OSS and it can be in different forms, as aptly mentioned by P3: “all of the team members there brought this insatiable curiosity about what the others around the table had to contribute […] contribution can take three forms: time, talent, and treasure …”. However, currently there is a lack of research about OSS roles and career opportunities unrelated to source code. Since successful OSS projects rely not only on programmers, but also on a community of actors [2, 40], it is imperative to consider different types of roles and activities—the focus of RQ1.

Figure 2 shows that the OSS roles reported by our participants are diverse and are played during different stages of contributors’ careers. In addition to the common project-centric—mostly code-related—roles (e.g., coder, system admin and project manager), our analysis identified the emergence of a set of community-centric—including non-code-related—roles and activities (e.g., advocates and mentors). Although some of these roles are common in the software industry, they were not common (and many are still not formally recognized) in OSS until recently. In this section, we will present these roles, as reported by our participants, starting with the community-centric ones, and depict their importance to the current landscape of OSS.

4.1.1 Community-Centric Roles. This category includes roles related to: (a) the creation of the community (a.k.a OSS Community Founders) and (b) the management of the community (a.k.a OSS Community Managers). These roles, although known and important for the projects’ sustainability
Fig. 2. Overview of career pathways reported by interviewees. The roles are classified according to its relation to OSS projects: OSS contributor (pink), OSS Consumer (yellow) and Not-Related to OSS (orange). The labels presented in the arrows, represent the participants who took that path (those decorated with ‘*’ parallel roles).

and community evolution, are often not formally recognized in OSS communities. We present a summary of the roles we identified in Figure 3 and discuss them as follows.

**OSS Community Founder**

Creating a new product or a new project is the real beginning of OSS communities and this role can bring relevant experience to a career in OSS. This role is related to entrepreneurship, but in the OSS landscape, which can benefit both the founder and the community around the product. P4 for example, mentioned that “the bulk of my experience from working with open source communities comes from launching open source community.” We also noticed that “OSS entrepreneurship” became important for developers aspiring for professional development—according to P6 it was “a way of advancing my own career.” He mentioned that it was important to add this OSS experience to his portfolio. Some interviewees mentioned that founding a community served to showcase their careers (P3, P9). P3 created an OSS content management system and was responsible for providing support services for their solution and for other similar OSS solutions. P9 took advantage of the knowledge acquired during his PhD to create an OSS startup that provides quality assessment services for OSS projects.

**OSS Community Manager**

Simply launching a community or project is not enough to create a thriving community. Most community founders, when they created their projects, did not have the suitable experience to
manage the "business" and nurture it enough for it to become an active and evolving entity [35]. In this sense, community managers play an important role in sustaining and helping a community mature. The "Community Manager" category groups different roles focused on a number of activities that are required to sustain and build a community and includes: OSS Advocate, OSS Mentor, OSS Treasurer, OSS Strategist, OSS Writer, and OSS License Manager.

**OSS Advocate:** Following the idea of "why would we not do this together because we are better together" (P1), this role embraces evangelism, developing plans for "bringing new people in" (P10), increasing contributions to the OSS project, and making the community inclusive, welcoming and safe. It involves activities about "large mass engagement" (P16), how to "connect and inspire people" (P1 and P13), find and recognize talents, and build a trustful and friendly connection between the industry and the community. Activities in this role also include encouraging the community to learn the coding skills currently required by the market. One of the practical ways to operationalize advocacy is through events that bring people together. Since we interviewed people who were giving talks at an annual OSS conference, most of them mentioned this as a way to contribute to OSS. However, besides giving talks, some interviewees mentioned that they organized events by selecting topics (projects, changes, histories, industry evolution), creating meetups to institute some open source flares in there" (P1), planning learning groups "because we’re better together" (P1), and running podcasts when there is a new software release to "get people on the show to talk about their specialties" (P15).

**OSS Mentor:** In OSS, like any project, newcomers need to be trained in different aspects of the project [8], such as becoming acquainted to the project architecture, implementation and feature details, development guidelines, and organizational rules [14]. Although an important activity [20], it is often not recognized as a formal role in OSS, and those who perform the activities related to it are not formally trained, recognized, or assigned to play that role [8]. The perception of our interviewees matched that of prior evidence. Participants mentioned that mentoring is related to activities of "teaching how to forage" (P10) and it is usually a “one-on-one engagement” (P10)
activity to understand why the person wants to contribute, present the tasks available, and give task recommendations based on newcomer’s motivations.

**OSS Strategist:** “When a project starts to grow (or evolves) [it] requires governance” (P7), it is critical to deeply understand and control the quality of involved processes. This role is usually related to innersourcing initiatives, which is an emerging topic with growing interest from commercial projects that aim to replicate the success of popular OSS projects internally [54]. The OSS strategist is responsible for fostering the adoption (of OSS technology) or for improving its processes (to match that of OSS) and improve transparency in organizations or communities, making “strategic decisions for business” (P8) and “moving the company in OSS direction” (P12). This role is new in the software industry, and adds to the OSS landscape by fostering the involvement of software industry in OSS, and defining conditions for releasing (in house) projects under OSS licenses. This is an important role in the current age of OSS in which companies are central stakeholders.

**OSS Treasurer:** Treasuring is an important financial activity performed by someone who leads strategical budgetary decisions for the OSS project or foundation, and who creates a “sustainable model” (P3) for the community to support the projects. “Treasure is literally money, literally money…It’s not about technical direction at all, it’s literally about making sure that this ecosystem can continue forward” (P3). The increasing involvement of companies in OSS projects and the involvement of paid developers in the development process makes this role important to communities. Bringing and managing donations and income cannot be done in an ad-hoc manner, so having someone trained and focused on the activities is necessary.

**OSS Writer:** Well-written documentation is important not only for the everyday working of the project, but it can help onboard newcomers, create inclusive communities, and represents a meaningful way to contribute back to OSS. Nearly 25% of OSS community are not able to read and write English very well and need careful, clear, and accessible language in documentation [66]. Writing contributions can be technical documentation about the OSS product, like a software installation guide. But, it can also encompass educational materials, books, presentations and publications about OSS. Although not related to coding activities, the outcome of this activity can be visible in project repositories—“I made contributions to Ubuntu documentation, I got involved with the docs team”(P10)— and in publications— “I wrote my book, which was great. And I’m glad that happened”(P8), “I’ve written a few books, the most recent and the most complete one is a case study book, it has some theoretical stuff at the beginning. And at the end, it has practical advice about how you can do it in your company” (P12). The increasing importance of this role is evident; Google started a program called Google Season of Docs. This program focuses on enrolling people who are technical writers to OSS projects to improve project documentation. Unfortunately, this role is not well recognized and documentation writing activities are done by people playing other roles.

**OSS License Manager:** Licenses are an important type of documentation for both users and contributors [66], since they are the legal means used to regulate how a software can be copied, changed, or redistributed. The central importance of licenses, and the specific knowledge needed to make the right decision, justifies the existence of someone who is responsible for licensing, including overseeing the compatibility and compliance of software licenses. Currently, this role is under-recognized, and licenses are applied by the maintainers, which may lead to inconsistencies and incompatibility [56, 60, 61]. The importance of this role is clear based on how long P12 spent on this activity: “[I] was on the board of the OSI for 10 years, helping to run the licensing question.” P14 started working for an OSS foundation because the board knew she “could handle certain issues,

3https://developers.google.com/season-of-docs
licensing and compliance because of the [projectname]", an experience she had accrued before as a Community Founder.

4.1.2 Project-Centric Roles. In this category we grouped those roles that relate to the project deliverable (the product of the OSS community’s labor). These are mostly related to creating the product and maintaining the project, and not the community around it. Three roles emerged that fit into this category: OSS Coders, OSS Project Managers, and OSS System Admins.

**OSS Coders:** This role is well-known and is the driving force in OSS product development. Since the beginning of OSS, this role has been considered the core piece of the model. This role includes activities related to developing new code, maintaining existing code, and writing tests. Our data shows contributors involved with core activities who regularly contributed to project and those who were occasionally involved with the project (casual contributors). In the former case, these contributors made it their career and reached “success” as coders—becoming long term contributors or maintainers. In the latter case, the casual contributors eventually offered new patches or suggested fixes or new features. Often times, these contributions were a side product of another activity (“hey, here’s some code that I wrote” (P7)) or a reason to stay active in the community (e.g., “producing certain support product” (P9)).

**OSS Project Managers:** People in this role perform two broad types of activities. First, management-centric activities, such as “responsible for [...] effectively project managing, [in] budget, on time and on schedule, [with] appropriate features and keeping the quality levels high” (P14) with the goal on “producing open source projects” (P17). Second, product-centric activities which include, managing releases and project deliverables as per requirements and schedule constraints and/or being responsible for the product architecture. The architecture piece is “a technical and complex activity that represents a career advance, as the architect makes core and strategic decisions about the product and reports to the organization’s CTO” (P14). When involved with large technical changes, an architect can also be a negotiator, having to to guide, detect and harmonize issues between a community of project stakeholders and avoid negative influence to system development [55]. While project management is less explored in OSS literature, it was central to Ye and Kishida’s model [64]. However, they associated this role with software maintainers. Our participants reflected a more nuanced concept of project/product management.

**OSS System Admin:** The system admin supports the base operational systems, selects, configures, connects, and finetunes the subsystems that are components of a robust and efficient larger part [52]. This role includes activities related to providing technical support and system administration for OSS tools. A system admin provides tech support for OSS tools, and “helps customers, walking them through registration, system setup, and all those different types of tasks that they need, they were trying to get done” (P4). This role is currently played by code contributors, although this is role well-defined in many company-sponsored projects.

**RQ1. What different roles can be played by successful and recognized contributors to OSS?**

Roles in OSS projects, as reported by our participants, extend beyond the code-related, project-centric roles. Community-centric roles that include advocates, strategists, community managers, community founders, mentors, license managers, writers, and treasurers are key. While these roles do not produce code, they are important for the growth and sustenance of OSS, especially in the new OSS landscape.
4.2 Entry points and career movements (RQ2)

In addition to identifying the roles played by OSS participants, we analyzed how they evolved in their career pathway. The first point we analyzed was the entry point in OSS. Most of our interviewees (11 out of 17) explicitly mentioned that they started by lurking in OSS, either by tinkering with code, installing and running OSS tools, or familiarizing themselves with OSS by reading or participating in events. P14’s lurking was non-traditional since “OSS didn’t even exist at that time”; We consider her as lurking, when she transitioning from a coder to product manager in a commercial project, as the project needed some of the Linux components that were being developed. After this lurking stage, different participants followed quite different pathways. The other five interviewees did not mention lurking as their first activity related to OSS. P1, P3, P11, and P16 mentioned that they started as OSS advocates or project founders. P15 started directly in a job where he was a tech support admin using OSS.

After joining OSS, the interviewees reported their career evolution, which was fluid with no fixed paths. Participants changed their pathways in different ways, moving from coding to non-coding-related roles, across companies and projects, and performing parallel OSS and non-OSS activities. To start understanding the movements, we first analyzed the interviewees’ careers from the perspective of the relationship of their roles with OSS (Table 2). This showed that most of the participants (15 out of 17) moved from roles not directly related to OSS contribution (lurking or consumers of OSS) to becoming OSS contributors. Three others started their careers directly as OSS contributors. These different movements are summarized in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. Career Movements according to the relationship to OSS. The labels presented in the arrows, represent the participants who took that path.](image_url)

We analyzed the career movements by labeling activities as coding (those dealing with the source code) and non-coding (when not related to the source code). Doing so revealed that some careers moved from coding to non-coding, while others remained exclusively in coding or non-coding activities (see Figure 6). Figure 5 shows some examples of individual pathways. We explore further these movements next.
Fig. 5. Example of individual pathways for three interviewees representing their fluid movements. P13 who had always been a non-coder contributor; P7 who moved from a coder to a non-coder role; and P5 who followed a coding career. The Inflection Points represent the events that motivated the role changes.

4.2.1 From Coding to Non-Coding. This career path includes those participants who started in project-centric roles and then later moved to community-centric roles. This was the case of 7 out of 17 interviewees. Examples of this movement are the career pathways of P4, P6, P9, and P14 who created their own projects after observing the needs and the opportunities for the product. P9’s path stands out. P9 studied OSS communities during his PhD and occasionally contributed to some projects. However, instead of becoming an active developer, he founded an OSS community that became a well-known company in OSS. This experience led him not only to work in his company, but also to become a board member in another community. Another interesting case is P6’s, who started by lurking: “downloading some code from somewhere and compiling it, but mostly just like a hobby, like Middle School teenager type of thing”. Meanwhile, P6 worked as a coder for a software company and then created a software startup based on OSS infrastructure and products to build
solutions for customers (OSS consumer). P6 then quit the startup and went to work for big software companies as a developer, but still consumed OSS products for his work. He then created a new OSS product and started to contribute to it in parallel to his work as a coder in industry.

In other cases, a career movement occurred after the participant worked on code-related activities in OSS projects for a while and progressed to using their expertise to support the communities. P7, P10, and P17, are examples of such movement. P7, for example, started his journey lurking, then became a peripheral contributor and persisted until becoming a maintainer of an OSS project, which was his main occupation. The expertise he acquired through multiple code contributions helped him not only continue as an active coder, but also to keep “contribute more than code, contributing documentation, contributing processes, starting to form the governance of the project”.

P11 followed a different path. After using OSS for many years, where she “could never figure out how to actually contribute to open source” but a friend of her invited her to work at a nonprofit community to help newcomers to OSS. She realized that “documentation, community stuff is still really important, getting people to be able to install your software, whatever, is critical.” So, she engaged in writing documentation and organizing OSS events to support community building.

4.2.2 Non-coding career. 8 out of 17 interviewees built their careers on non-coding activities. People who traversed this path came from areas other than CS and were hired into OSS management positions either in large global tech companies or OSS foundations.

P1, P13, P15, and P16 did not have previous background in technology, yet had successful careers in OSS. P1 is a good example for someone successful who came from a different background. She mentioned that this was possible because she does not “think you need to be a coder to understand community needs and norms”. She started by eventually organizing some meetups and working as a general recruiter in a job not related to OSS. She did not like the overall job, but “loved the advocacy pieces that came with it”. This motivated her to change her career into OSS advocacy, innersourcing and community building. Although she was not trained in CS, she ended up learning the technical side so she could “at least understand the development environment enough to suggest a change and to advocate for it appropriately”.

On the other end, even with a very technical background, P4 never performed coding-related activities in his OSS career. He started providing Linux support to customers/users. His motivation was from joining a “marketing program to work with their Linux user groups”, where he realized that “OSS is going to change the world”. Later on P4 founded and still leads an OSS community, doing community building, and advocacy work.

P12 and P15, have different stories, they started in closed source software industry as program managers, where they became aware of OSS concepts and decided to move to OSS. P12 “created a completely transparent project to the whole company” to communicate how they were producing a new software. Then while at dinner with a friend a recruiter overheard her complaints about the pushback from engineers to OSS at the proprietary software company, and invited her to work as the project manager for another company, where she was “the person who was assigned to open source and to move the whole company in that [Open Source] direction”.

4.2.3 Coding career:
A couple of interviewees (P5 and P2) followed the onion model and performed source code-related activities during their entire career.

P5’s story follows the classic “joining script” [57]. He started lurking by using code from projects in Source Forge for his pet projects. He “kind of dabbled in Linux a bit, and then started running Linux kind of more heavily” when he got his first laptop. After that, he started occasionally contributing to OSS with some patches until he became a regular code contributor, contributing “more seriously to open source” until he was hired by the project/company he was contributing to.
P2 was introduced to OSS in college, when she needed to “change a small piece of the Linux kernel during the Operating System course”). This experience opened her eyes to OSS and she applied for an internship as part of an Outreach program, which, according to her “was one of the most motivating things that made me keep working with Open Source.” Through her career, she had different development roles in different companies moving from OSS contributor to OSS consumer and back again. When asked about her aspirations, she discarded the possibility of joining a community-centric career given her (technical) skills.

While coding-only career path is the most visible path (because of our current focus on source code activities), only two participants followed this traditional path. The rest followed markedly different pathways, especially those who came from non-tech backgrounds.

RQ2. How do roles evolve for such successful and recognized OSS contributors?

Non-coding activities are an integral part of a flexible and fluid OSS career path, which encompasses multiple roles. Different participants from different backgrounds built their OSS careers through different roles and activities. The career evolution shows people with code-related expertise typically moving to non-coding activities and community-centric roles.

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we review our results and briefly discuss our findings from different perspectives.

OSS has matured. Having left its teen years behind, OSS has “grown up”; OSS projects have become software powerhouses and an important driving force in today’s software development environment. Even startups and commercial projects are increasingly relying on and contributing to OSS [4, 12]. With this maturity OSS has a new set of roles.

The subset of the roles and activities reported by our participants are similar to those in established software companies. These roles, in fact, are increasingly being sought out in the OSS projects in addition to more traditional project-centric and code-related roles.

The community-centric roles reported by our participants (including advocates, license managers, writers, strategists and mentors) are not usually well-recognized or easily identifiable from OSS project archives. Repository platforms (version control systems, issue trackers, project hosting sites) do not contain traces of these activities [15]. These activities, while crucial to the survival of the OSS community, are currently performed by hidden figures in the community. They (or their contributions) are not visible when navigating the project repository data. As a result they are not seen as the central figures of the project. This not only is demotivating for the hidden figures because of the lack of recognition, it also can keep away individuals who are not from CS background or interested in coding-related activities.

Parallel activities are not uncommon. According to the Open Source Survey of 2017, 70% of contributors are employed full- or part-time, and 85% of them are OSS coders, either at a regular or occasional level in their main job [66]. When analyzing our participants’ pathways, we found that all of them were being paid to contribute to OSS at some point—either by big companies or by working for their own companies—to provide support and consulting on OSS. Even while being financially compensated, they mentioned that they performed parallel activities throughout their career, including volunteer (non-paid) activities in OSS projects. In our sample, P4, P6, P7, P9, P11, P13 and P14 shared stories about having a paid job in parallel with unpaid work in OSS.

Paid jobs were a starting point for an OSS career in some cases (P14, P4, P7). These participants mentioned working in industry while simultaneously working on OSS-related activities at the same time (e.g., casually contributing, founding communities). The participants reported that this led them to becoming closer to OSS projects, and then to getting OSS jobs based on the experience
they had gained. P6, for example, founded a project that became his portfolio for joining OSS as his career. Additionally, some people continued being volunteers (e.g., committee membership, advocacy, mentorship) outside of their main occupation. For example, P13, who is a project manager in a big company, still performs community management activities for the OSS community she founded. In summary, volunteering to OSS helped some participants start careers that were in closed-source projects, but, even then many continued volunteering to OSS as a way to give back, or to maintain their reputation in the community.

**Legitimate Peripheral Participation.** The theory of Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) has been widely adopted to describe how a person joins an online, open collaboration communities [22, 27, 28]. It mainly describes how participation, situated learning, and identity construction are interrelated, and can evolve. Participation is the key element in this theory, as it aids both situated learning and the construction of social identity within communities of practice. [34]. The theory of LPP applies to the majority of our participants’ pathways too; 12 participants “lurked” while they were consumers of OSS products before learning enough about the product to start to participate and create their identities. Some participants did not mention lurking as their first steps (e.g., P12 and P15), but situated learning still occurred in practice while they worked and consumed OSS (P12 while managing software projects that included pieces of OSS and P15 while supporting tools based on OSS).

However, LPP fails to reflect some careers in OSS (e.g., P1, P3, P16), which did not follow the pattern of contributors starting in peripheral roles and building social identity. Instead, they started in central positions, by either creating communities or being brought into the community because of their expertise in other areas (e.g., Human Resources, Company Management). Such pathways are becoming more common in the current OSS landscape and need to be highlighted. Further, LPP also fails to match the pathways of participants who contribute to different projects in different roles. Our findings suggest that theory of LPP needs to be broadened to accommodate the different pathways in OSS that have emerged because of its changing landscape.

**What about the Onion Model?** The onion model—one of the best known joining model—is similar to LPP where contributors go through a set of roles ranging from being consumers of the project to becoming core contributors [41]. Current literature discussing this model has focused largely on source code activities within a single project. In our study, only two (P7 and P2) participants, followed the typical onion model progression, starting with tinkering, then performing peripheral contributions, until reaching the core level in an OSS project. Moreover, their careers were not limited to a single project and they performed different roles in different projects. In the rest of the cases—15 out of the 17 interviewees—the careers cannot be explained by the onion model as it is.

A detailed investigation of the career pathways reveals that only three of the roles we identified can be explained by the onion model (see Table 3). While most of the project-centric roles (2 out of 3) can be mapped to the onion model, only one community-centric role (community founder) fits into its roles descriptions. This is likely because the onion model focuses mainly on developers and project-centric activities. In the early 2000s, when the model was conceived, most OSS activities indeed revolved around code, and the model successfully captured the contribution process. But now that OSS has matured and involves large ecosystems, often encompassing multiple related projects, it needs a variety of roles to help sustain the contribution process. While project-centric roles exist and involve a core set of contributors, the emergence of the new community-centric roles adds to the onion model by creating a symbiosis between the project and its community. This is even more visible in OSS projects where industry is actively involved. We argue that OSS contribution models need to expand their view from a single project (onion) lens to the ecosystem (onion patch) lens, which in addition to including other projects (onions) also should encompass
other community-centric activities (akin to maintaining the onion patch with soil amendments and water) that are critical to maintaining the health, growth, and sustenance of the entire ecosystem (onion patch).

Table 3. The mapping between the roles presented in this paper and the onion model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Onion Model Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community-Centric</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Founder/Leader</td>
<td>encompasses</td>
<td>Project leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Advocate</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Mentor</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Strategist</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Treasurer</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Writer</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS License Manager</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project-Centric</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Coder</td>
<td>encompasses</td>
<td>Bug fixer, peripheral developer, active developer, core member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS Project Manager</td>
<td>encompasses</td>
<td>Project leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSS System Admin</td>
<td>encompasses</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A call for action: Projects and Researchers. The new direction that the OSS model is experiencing has meant a changed project landscape and more involvement from industry, and thus a new way of doing business and a new job market [23, 47, 53]. As part of this new OSS landscape, we identified a set of new roles and activities that are now formally or informally needed for the growth and sustainability of OSS projects. As a result OSS can be more open than before—people with different backgrounds are now key to helping communities recruit and engage people, deal with technical writing, seek funding, dealing with external requests, and so on.

While bigger OSS projects backed or supported by big corporations or foundations have already filled many of these roles, smaller projects are still lagging and must adapt to this new landscape. A first step towards this is to find ways to recognize and reward these hidden roles and hidden figures. One way is to make explicit the existence of such roles and recognizing them as formal ways to contribute to the project. Formally recognizing the people working on these “less technical” roles and the types of activities they do can help attract people from diverse background to OSS projects.

In general, by having characterized the roles and pathways in OSS domain, CSCW community can benefit from our research. Multiple roles presented here are not related to the technical (coding) side of the projects, and may potentially exist in other domains. Therefore, future research can focus on understanding the existence of these hidden roles and pathways, or the impact that they may have in other open collaboration communities such as, Wikipedia, crowdsourcing initiatives (e.g., citizen science), as well as identifying commonalities and differences among roles in different types of communities. This may help to build more generalized models and theories about roles and pathways in open collaboration communities.

In summary, as presented in Section 2, most existing work focuses on the technical side of roles, pathways and success, both in Open Source [17, 30, 31, 41], and in Wikipedia [6, 7]). Such focus on the technical side of the communities, leaves behind those contributors who work “behind the scenes” to drive and sustain the community. It is therefore necessary to broaden our focus and start analyzing Open Collaboration Communities as larger endeavors, considering every contribution and role as worthy of investigation. Specifically for OSS, we can observe some efforts to understand how developers make use of Twitter [13, 50, 58] and News Aggregators [3, 29] can be found in the literature. This could be a time to re-target the efforts and investigate OSS contributors like any other...
professionals. An informal analysis of LinkedIn showed all interviewees have a LinkedIn profile and report their experiences in OSS as part of their background. Thus, we see an opportunity to find new ways to mine information about project contributors through different channels, starting from professional networks (like LinkedIn), and exploring other platforms.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
We discuss validity and reliability of our results from the perspective proposed by Merriam [38] as our analysis is qualitative.

Construct validity in qualitative research is related to the precise definition of constructs. To control this limitation, we compared and contrasted our construct definitions with the literature, with the interviewees’ LinkedIn profiles and OSS renowned gray literature like Open Source Initiative (OSI) and Free Software Foundation (FSF) websites. During the coding phase, we used the constant comparison technique [25] whereby each interpretation and finding is compared with existing findings as it emerges from the data analysis to increase the construct validity in our findings.

Internal validity is related to the credibility that researchers were able to capture the reality as close as possible. One can argue that our interviewees all had successful OSS careers (and walked successful pathways) as they were speakers at an important OSS conference. Thus, our findings do not identify those pathways that ended in failure or disengagement. Moreover, a majority of our interviewees identified as women, which is a different distribution from typical OSS gender demographics (e.g. 11.2% [46]). The roles uncovered in our study are not meant to be exhaustive and further research into different ecosystems, domains, and types of contributors will likely uncover other roles and pathways. During our recruitment process we reached out to OSCON invited speakers regardless of their gender. In our initial sample, out of the 11 interviewees, 6 identified as women. The sample reached via snowballing resulted in 6 other women (and no men). This can be because of two possible reasons. Firstly, it could be a self-selection bias given that some participants knew previous work from the researchers and identified themselves with the study. Secondly, when recruiting via snowballing, the women interviewees recommended more women contributors who ended up participating. While these limitations exist, we minimized their effects by selecting interviewees with different backgrounds and expertise. Additionally, we compared our findings with the literature on software engineering and OSS to sharpen construct definitions and increase internal validity.

Reliability refers to the extent that the results can be replicated. In short, it is difficult to replicate qualitative research since human behaviors, feelings, and perceptions change over time. Thus, in the reliability thread, Merriam [38] suggest checking the consistency of the results and inferences. According to Merriam [38], consistency refers to ensuring that the results consistently follow from the data and there is no inference that cannot be supported after the data analysis. To increase consistency, we performed data analysis in pairs, which was consistently revised by two experienced researchers. We had weekly meetings to discuss and adjust codes and categories until we reached an agreement. In the meetings, we also checked the consistency of our interpretations, continually discussing our results based on the previous literature. We also performed member checking with five participants and they confirmed our interpretation with minor changes.

Finally, the results presented in this paper are related to Open Source communities, thus, we do not expect that all our findings will be applicable to other contexts. However, to allow replication of our study, we carefully describe our research method steps.

Theoretical saturation. A potential limitation in qualitative studies is not reaching theoretical saturation. The quality, rather than the size, of the sample of participants is essential to increase our confidence on the results. In this study, we interviewed 17 participants with different perspectives.
and perceptions about the studied phenomenon. Our participants were diverse in terms of the number of years with OSS, experience in mentoring, roles, and highest academic qualifications. Further, these participants represent 15 different OSS projects that differ in size, domain, and ownership (company, community, and foundation). They went through many projects during their careers, changing roles within and across companies, as well as playing multiple roles in parallel. Moreover, as mentioned previously, the number of interviewed participants was adequate to uncover and understand the core categories in any all-defined cultural domain or study of lived experience [11]. While we cannot claim saturation, our population has helped us uncover a consistent and comprehensive account of the nature of OSS contributions, which included uncovering several novel roles and pathways that.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated the different roles performed by of successful and recognized OSS contributors during their career in OSS communities. We conducted 17 semi-structured interviews with recognized OSS contributors and qualitatively analyzed data to understand their career paths. We found that the roles that are available in OSS projects go beyond those related to the source code. We identified several activities that are performed as part of community-centric roles, which focus on creating and managing communities to make projects more welcoming, inclusive, and sustainable (RQ1). The stakeholders that play these roles are usually “hidden figures” who are not visible when analyzing the data from projects’ repositories or their coding platform websites.

These community-centric activities are part of a flexible and fluid career path, that encompass multiple roles (RQ2). OSS projects include individuals with non-technical background who built their career in OSS without moving to roles that require programming. In addition, most of our interviewees (15 out of 17) evolved in their career and, at some point, played community-centric roles, even when they had technical background and expertise in code-related skills.

As future steps, we plan in-depth analysis of community-centric roles, to understand what projects currently do to foster them, and what are the needs for these roles to flourish. In addition, as a long term plan, we will work on proposing ways to identify and measure the evolution of stakeholders performing non-technical roles in OSS. Our goal with this research is to increase diversity in OSS, by helping currently hidden roles to be recognized and part of the core of OSS projects. This awareness will help attract people with different backgrounds and expertise to OSS by showing them the multitude trajectories to success.
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